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About this translation
A note from the translators:
The following is a translation of the “Manual de ALUMNOS” of the 2009 “Competences for the
Mexico we want. PISA Evaluation” campaign developed by the Secretary of Public Education of
Mexico. The audience of the original Manual was Mexican and we decided to preserve this target
audience when translating. It was not translated as if intended for an English speaking students’
audience. Instead its objective is to reflect in the best possible way the “pedagogical communication
strategy” embedded in its pages, preserving the original receptors of this text: the teachers of Mexico.

Dra. SOLEDAD FALABELLA
Dr. SERGIO MISSANA
Mt. MICHAELLA BRUZESSE
Mt. ALEJANDRA SEPÚLVEDA
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Message
To the students of Mexico:
Graduating from high school is a momentous step in life. From now on, you will need to use the
knowledge and tools you have learned in school, and to know how and when to apply them in order
to be an active and creative member of society.
Nowadays, distances have shrunk. The speed and efficiency of communications technologies such as
the Internet, cell phones and satellite networks allow us all to be more connected and close to each
other than ever before. This has permitted the creation of assessment instruments for countries to
get to know their strengths and weaknesses as they compete in the world. One of these instruments
is given every three years to students your age in more than 60 countries. Next year, you may be one
of those selected to represent Mexico in this exam.
The results will never say your name or the name of your school, but they will say Mexico and, thus,
your participation is very important. You can place the name of your country in a high position in
relationship with other countries in the world. You will be the only one to know about your effort,
but the results will represent all Mexicans.
This Manual, elaborated by Mexican and international specialists, has recommendations and exercises
that you can use to improve your reading, math and scientific skills. The objective of this material
is to guide you and help you improve your performance, starting from texts and problems that you
encounter in your everyday life.
Your score in this test depends on you and on the capacities and skills you have acquired. These
capacities and skills will be tools that will allow you to fulfill your dreams and achieve the goals you
may set for yourself. You are not alone in this challenge: you have the support of teachers, schools
and the whole society. Together we can raise Mexico to a place of honor.
Mtro. José Fernando González Sánchez
Undersecretary of Public Education
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Introduction

The Manual you are holding has been designed as a user-friendly tool for you to come into contact
with and understand PISA.
We would like you to feel confident that, should you have to take the PISA exam, you will have at
your disposal all the elements you need for your performance to reflect the effort you have made
throughout your school years, all you have learned and the skills you have built to take control of
their life and work for your country.
In this Manual we will present the three areas comprised by PISA. The test aims to find out how
you apply your knowledge and skills in everyday life. To do this, it assesses your reading, math and
science skills. We are letting you know what is assessed in each area, so you can answer each given
question or exercise.
After we have told you what is assessed in each area and how to answer questions, the Manual
includes a section –the most important for you– with examples of exercises similar to those in the
exam, for each of the three assessed skills.
We made this Manual with the academic collaboration of Mexican and international experts in
the PISA survey. We also had the support of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) in Latin America, through its director Dr. Blanca Heredia.
If you have any questions while answering the exercises in the Manual, make sure to ask your
teachers, school authorities, classmates or parents and siblings. You are the main actor in this project,
in which Mexico will show the world the strengths of its young women and men.
Lic. Leticia Gutiérrez Corona
General Director of Continuing Education of Teachers in Service
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1. How to use this Manual
Given the importance of international evaluation tests to our country, the preparation
process cannot be limited to one or two classroom sessions. It must be a continuous
and progressive effort. With this Manual, we are taking the first steps on this road
towards achieving the Mexico we all want.
This Manual has been specially designed to guide you in the process of familiarization
and understanding of PISA. You should read it carefully and several times.
It is up to all of us for Mexico to score high in this test!
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2. What is PISA
The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) is an internationally
standardised assessment survey developed by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) implemented every three years since 1997. It is
applied to 15-year-olds in over 60 countries. This evaluation assesses competences
in three areas: reading, math and sciencies.
The next PISA test (March 2009) will be implemented again in Mexico with
an emphasis on READING. This is why the present Manual is focused on this
competence.

The PISA test
			 is a standardised global test.
		 All students are given similar and
equivalent tests that respect cultural
differences. Students from all over the
world have a similar experience.

only paper-and-pencil are used in
the test, lasting a total of two hours.
it includes different kinds of
questions.

PISA Reading
Assesses the ability to:
• Understand, use and reflect on
continuous and discontinuous
texts.
• Achieve personal goals.
• Develop knowledge and personal
potential.
• Participate in all areas of society:
politics, education, work and
culture.
• Identify and understand the variety
of functions that different texts
have in everyday life.
• Reflect on and evaluate texts,
use any kind of text in order to
satisfy their needs as constructive,
committed and reflective citizens.

Is based on different kinds of
reading materials:
• Continuous texts or prose, including
as narrative and exposition.
• Non-continuous texts that present
information in graphs, lists, forms
and maps.
Requires the following reading
tasks:
• Retrieving information
• Interpreting texts
• Reflecting on and evaluating texts
Includes different texts:
• Private,
public,
work-related,
educational and scientific.
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2. What is PISA

PISA Math
Assesses the student’s capacity to:
• Identify and understand the role that
mathematics plays in the world.
• Make well-founded judgments and
use and engage with mathematics.

It requires the following
processes:
•	Reproduction
•	Connection
•	Reflection

• Reason, analyze and communicate
math operations.
• Use math reasoning to solve
problems in everyday life.
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PISA Sciences
Assesses the student’s capacity to:
• use scientific knowledge to identify
questions, acquire new knowledge,
explain scientific phenomena and
draw evidence-based conclusions
about science-related issues.

resp

It requires the following
processes:
• 	Identifying scientific issues.
• 	Explaining phenomena
scientifically.
• Using scientific evidence.
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3. The importante of participating in international test
The challenge of an international test like PISA is a national challenge that involves
all Mexicans.

INVITE YOUR PARENTS,
FRIENDS AND THE WHOLE
COMMUNITY TO BE PART OF THIS
NATIONAL CHALLENGE!
All Mexicans will participate in the PISA assessment.
We have a chance to get the best scores for Mexico.
PISA Assesses the capacity of 15-year-olds from
Mexico to “read the world”.
Get your whole community involved!
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4. PISA exam format
PISA uses different types of exercises for assessing reading
skills. The following is the basic structure:

Text
The texts used for
the PISA Reading
assessment are
always taken from
real life.

Specific
question
It provides an
instruction for the
reader to answer
according to the
reading of the
text. It is very
important to READ
THE QUESTIONS
CAREFULLY
and “ASK THE
QUESTION”: what
do you want me to
answer?

Answer
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5. What is PISA READING
PISA is a survey that this year will focus on reading, defined as the skills needed
to “understand, use and reflect on written texts to achieve personal goals, develop
knowledge and personal potential and participate in society”.

Reading literacy is assessed in relation to several elements:
Text format:
Traditionally, students’ reading assessments have focused on continuous texts or prose
organized in sentences and paragraphs. PISA introduces, in addition, non-continuous
texts that present information in other ways, such as in lists, forms, graphs or diagrams.
It will also distinguish between different prose forms, such as narration, exposition
and argumentation. These distinctions are based on the principle that individuals will
encounter a range of written material in their adult life, and that being able to read
the limited number of types of text typically encountered in schools is not sufficient.

Reading processes:
Basic reading skills are assessed. Students are expected to show proficiency in retrieving
information, forming a broad, general understanding of the text, interpreting it,
reflecting on its contents and reflecting on its form and features.

Situation:
This is related to the use for which the text was written. For example, a novel,
personal letter or biography are written for people’s personal use; official documents
or announcements for public use; a manual or report for occupational use; and a
textbook or worksheet for educational use.
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6. How to answer PISA READING
PISA READING includes three main areas:

1. Finding and retrieving information from a text
2. Providing an interpretation for a text
3. Reflecting on and evaluating a text

1. Finding and retrieving information from a text
What is it?

How does it work?

In their everyday life, people often need
to obtain specific information, such as
a phone number or the departure time of
a train or a bus. They may also look for
information that refutes a claim made
by someone else. In such cases, readers
need isolated and specific data. To do
this, they must explore a text in order to
search, locate and identify relevant data.

When students face exercises that request
locating information, they must learn to
compare the information given in the
question with information in the text.

As a rule, this process occurs within a single
sentence. Nonetheless, it may include
two or more sentences or even several
paragraphs.

18
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Sometimes, question and answer may
be identical. Or they may use similar
words; this means students must learn
how to search for synonyms. Also, it
is important to teach them not to go
outside of the text while trying to locate
and retrieve information. The answer must
be exact, being based exclusively on the
information of the text, either directly or
indirectly (through synonyms or inference).

Undersecretary of Basic Education

6. How to answer PISA READING

¿?

1. The first key

How do you answer?

the
k
s
A estion

qu

strategy is “ask the
question”. This means
determining “what are they
asking me?” This is the first
step to finding the answer.

For starters read the text and the
question
carefully to understand
everything.
In the following page you will find four
strategies to successfully answer the
question:

2. The next step is
Ketys
p

e
conc

identifying the key
concepts in the
question: the word
or idea that holds
the relevant
information.
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3. The third

step for finding
information is going to the
text, using the question and
key concept as guides.

4. The fourth and last

step for retrieving
information is to find
the exact answer
or inferring it from
the data in the text.
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6. How to answer PISA READING

In the following exercise students are asked on what date the graph in the
figure starts. The key concepts in the question are “date” and “graph starts”. Thus,
you should read and reread the text from the question, looking for the date at the
beginning of the graph.

The beginning of the graph is the meeting point between the horizontal and vertical
scales.
The difficulty of this question is given by the fact that the graph DOES NOT indicate the
date of that meeting point. Thus, you must extrapolate the date.
By looking at the graph, you can see that the dates are given on the horizontal scale (“10,000
BC”, “8,000 BC”, etc.). The number you are looking for must be smaller than 10,000 BC,
the first date given by the graph. How much smaller? By paying attention to the intervals,
you can see that the distance between 10,000 BC and 8,000 BC approximately doubles
the distance between the beginning of the graph and 10,000 BC. Thus, the date of the
beginning of the graph would be close to 11,000 BC.

The process of answering a PISA Reading exam exercises requires not only
understanding the question and the text, but also inferring some things.
In this case, the student is asked to estimate the date of the beginning of the
graph.
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6. How to answer PISA READING

Example: Lake Chad

¿According to Figure 1 what is the date of the beginning of the graph?
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6. How to answer PISA READING
PISA READING includes three main areas:

1. Finding and retrieving information from a text

2. Providing an interpretation for a text
3. Reflecting on and evaluating a text

2. How do you provide an interpretation for a text?
What is it?

How does it work?

In order to be able to provide an
interpretation for a text, students
must learn to amplify their initial
impressions. They must learn to develop
a specific or complete understanding of
what they read, paying special attention to
the logic, coherence and cohesion of
the text.

Interpretation exercises require students
to develop logical understanding that

means
processing
the
organization of information in the

This

text.
Thus, students must demonstrate that
they understand the way in which
the sentences relate to each other. For
example, if a text says: “The ship crossed
the sea. It was carrying an important load”.
The first sentence is related to the second
sentence. The second sentence talks about
a ship even though it does not mention a
ship.
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allows them to organize the information in
the text.
It is necessary, among other things, to
find relationships, to compare
and contrast information, make
inferences, and
identify
and
relate proof to construct a personal
interpretation based on the information
given by the text.

How do you answer?
For starters read the text and the
question
carefully to understand
everything.
In the following page you will find four
strategies to successfully answer the
question:
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6. How to answer PISA READING

¿?

1. The first key

he
Askesttion
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strategy is “ask the
question”. This means
determining “what are they
asking me?” This is the first
step to finding the answer.

2. The next step

is identifying the
key concepts in
the question: the
words that hold
the relevant
information.
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3. The
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third step entails
relating the key
concepts to the subject
matter, and using them as
guides or a compass to
find the answer.

4.

Finally, students
must go back to the text.
By this point, we have
the necessary tools to
answer the question:
having elaborated an
interpretation between
key concepts and subject
matter or purpose of
the text.
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6. How to answer PISA READING

Example: Flu

24
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6. How to answer PISA READING

Example: Flu

Raquel Escribano
Raquel
Raquel

Raquel Escribano, director of the human resources department of a business called ACOL,
has prepared this information to be distributed among ACOLS’ personnel. Answer the
questions that follow keeping in mind the information that appears in these information
pages.
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6. How to answer PISA READING

Example: Flu
Question:
The information sheet suggests that if you want to be protected against the flu
virus, immunisation is:
A. More efficient than exercising and a healthy diet, but riskier.
B. A good idea, but no substitute for exercising and a healthy diet.
C. As efficient as exercising and a healthy diet, and less problematic.
D. Not necessary if you exercise and have a healthy diet.
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6. How to answer PISA READING

In the “Flu” example, all the answer options are related to the key concepts
“exercise” and “healthy diet”, in relationship to “immunization”.

Option A claims that immunization is “more efficient”; option B claims that it is a good idea,
but no substitute; option C claims that it is as efficient as exercising and a healthy diet; option
D says that it is not necessary.
In this case, relevant information is obtained by relating the following
sections of the text:
• “ACOL has decided to offer staff the opportunity to be immunised against the flu as an
additional way to prevent this insidious virus from spreading amongst us” (located in the
third paragraph).
• “As you are no doubt aware, the flu can strike rapidly and extensively during winter. It can
leave its victims ill for weeks. The best way to fight the virus is to have a fit and healthy body.
Daily exercise and a diet including plenty of fruit and vegetables are highly recommended
to assist the immune system to fight this invading virus” (located in the first and second
paragraphs).
Once you compare each answer option with the relevant part of the text, students must
interpret the intentions of the author. In this case, she is claiming that immunization is a good
idea but no substitute for healthy habits. Thus, the correct answer is B.

To

answer

a

PISA

Reading exercise that requires providing an
interpretation of a text, students must locate, compare and contrast
information in order to arrive at the answer, interpreting the subject matter or
purpose of the author.
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6. How to answer PISA READING
PISA READING includes three main areas:

1. Finding and retrieving information from a text
2. Providing an interpretation for a text

3. Reflecting on and evaluating a text

3. How do you reflect on
information in a text?

and evaluate

What is it?
To reflect on and evaluate information
in a text, students must relate form
and content with knowledge that
comes from external sources beyond

PISA Reading contemplates diverse ways
of answering. Often, evaluation questions
ask students to express their own
views in open questions.

the context and specific information of the
text.

How does it work?

PISA

Reading

assesses

the

skill of
comparing and contrasting claims in
the text with the students’ own knowledge.
They are required to reflect and evaluate on
the basis of that knowledge.
Students are requested to relate the form
and the content of the text, and to reflect
on and evaluate that relationship. That
is, to argue about a given value

or content and its connection
with external forms and rules. For
instance, they must understand why the
opening hours of a museum are printed on
a tourist map and not on a car oil container.
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facing a reflection
and
evaluation question, students will be
asked to evaluate form and content of the
text. Reflecting and evaluating means:
When

• Understanding all the information.
• Identifying the subject matter, the
purpose of the author and the context.
or
arguments
from
outside the text, distinguish the relative
importance of different data and establish
comparisons based on ethical, social and
universal values.

• Evidences

Undersecretary of Basic Education

6. How to answer PISA READING

¿?

1. The first key

How do you answer?
Read the text and the question
carefully and make sure you understand
everything.
Bellow you will find four strategies to
successfully answer the question:

Ketys
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Askesttion

qu

strategy is “ask the
question”. This means
determining “what are they
asking me?” This is the first
step to finding the answer.

2. The next step

is identifying the
key concepts in
the question.

3. The third

ing

ond
resp

strategy entails
going back to the text
with the key concepts
serving as guides for the search,
focusing on form and content
and how they relate to the
specific purpose of the text.

4. Finally, you must search

for previous outside
knowledge to find the right
information for answering
the question. You must use
proof or arguments from
outside the text, distinguish
the relative importance of
different data, and establish
comparisons based on
personal values.
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6. How to answer PISA READING

Example: Plan International

question:
What does the table indicate about the level of PLAN international´s activity
in Ethiopia in 1996, compared with other countries in the region?
A. The level of activity was comparatively high in Ethiopia.
B. The level of activity was comparatively low in Ethiopia.
C. It was about the same as in other countries in the region.
D. It was comparatively high in the Habitat category and low in the other categories.
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6. How to answer PISA READING

In the example “PLAN International”, the key concept is comparing what is
said in the question and in the alternatives (3 are literal reproductions of the text
and one paraphrases the text).

The question asks for comparing. Three of the alternatives also offer a literal comparison
(A, B and D) and a one of the alternatives (C, “about the same”).
If you observe the table focusing on Ethiopia, you will find that almost all amounts for that
country are zero.
On the contrary, all other countries show amounts larger that zero.
Thus, by comparing the higher amounts of other countries with the lower amounts for
Ethiopia, we reach the correct answer: B.

In order to respond to an exercise that requires reflecting and
evaluating, students must successfully perform two previous operations
(finding, comparing and contrasting information, interpreting the subject
matter and/or purpose of the author) and then use personal experience and
knowledge of relevant information to answer the question.
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7. How to answer PISA MATH	
PISA MATH includes three kinds of skills:

1. Reproduction
2. Connection
3. Reflection

1. Reproduction

34

What is it?

How does it work?

The skills in this group basically comprise
the reproduction of knowledge that
has already been practiced. It includes,
therefore, the kind of knowledge that is
usually tested in standard assessments
and in school exams. These skills include
knowledge of facts and representations
of common problems, identification
of equivalent amounts, remembering
objects and known mathematical
properties, using routine processes,
application
of
algorithms
and
standard mathematical operations,
the use of symbols and known or
standardised
formulae, and the
performance of simple operations.

When students face exercises that
request reproducing knowledge, the
educational process should be oriented
to the development of skills such as:
thinking and reasoning; building an
argument; communicating; building
models; posing and solving problems;
representing;
using
technical,
formal and symbolic operations and
language; using support materials
and tools.

Student’s Manual

How do you answer?
For starters read the text and the
question
carefully to understand
everything.
In the following page you will find four
strategies to successfully answer the
question:
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¿?

1. The first key

he
Askesttion

qu

strategy is “ask the
question”. This means
determining “what are
they asking me?” This is the
first step to finding
the answer.

2. The next step is

Ketys
p

e
conc

identifying the key concepts
in the question, and what kind
of knowledge is needed to
solve the problem. These are
concepts of space and form,
change and relationships,
quantity, and incertitude.

s

e
Guidfor

3. The third
4. The fourth

and final step is
to find the
right answer
to the
question.

Fitnhed
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ond
resp

strategy entails
reproducing the procedure
or practice identified in the
key concepts as a guide for
finding the answer.
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7. How to answer PISA MATH	
PISA MATH includes three kinds of skills:

1. Reproduction

2. Connection
3. Reflection

2. Connection
What is it?

How does it work?

The skills in the connection group are based
on the skills of the reproduction group, but
are used for non-routine situations,
even though they may occur in familiar or
almost familiar contexts.

When students face exercises that request
these skills, they must exercise their ability
to reproduce and connect. But now
they must go beyond that: they must
connect different pieces of knowledge
to find proof of having performed
an integration and connection of
information.

How do you answer?
The assessment exercises that test
the connection group can be defined
through the following key descriptors:
integration, connection and moderate
amplification of practiced material.
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¿?

he
Askesttion

qu

1. The first key

strategy is “ask the
question”. This means
determining “what are they
asking me?” This is the first
step to finding the answer.

2.

Ketys
p

e
conc

The next step is
identifying the key concepts
in the question and what
kind of knowledge is
needed to solve the
problem. These are
concepts of space and
form, change and
relationships, quantity,
and uncertainty.

3. The third

es
Guidfor nding
o
resp

step is integrating
the procedures and
concepts identified in the
key concepts as guides for
finding the right answer.

4. The fourth

and final step in
the connecting
process is to find
the right answer
to the question.
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7. How to answer PISA MATH	
PISA MATH includes three kinds of skills:

1. Reproduction
2. Connection

3. Reflection

3. How to reflect
a text?

on and evaluate information in

What is it?

How does it work?

The skills in the reflection group require
the ability to consider all the necessary
processes to find the solution of a
math problem of higher complexity.

The exercises that require mathematical
reflection are based on the skills of
reproducing and connecting.

Thus, it is related to the student’s capacity
formulate solution strategies and
apply them to problems that involve more
elements and can be more “original” (that
is, less familiar) than those included in the
connections group.

The assessments that test the skills in the
reflection group can be defined by the
following key descriptors: advanced
reasoning, argument construction,
abstraction,
generalization
and
construction of models for application
in new contexts.

How do you answer?
For starters read the text and the
question
carefully to understand
everything.
In the following page you will find four
strategies to successfully answer the
question:
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¿?

1.

The first key
strategy is “ask the
question”. This means
determining “what are they
asking me?” This is the first
step to finding the answer.

Ketys

ep
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the
k
s
A estion

qu

2. The next step is

identifying the key
concepts in the question
and what kind of
knowledge is needed to
solve the problem. These
are concepts of space and
form, change and relationships,
quantity, and incertitude.

3. The third step

es
Guidfor nding
o
resp

is reflecting about the
procedures and concepts
identified in the key concepts,
using reasoning, arguments,
abstractions, generalizations
and models as guides for
finding the answer.

4. The fourth

and final step in
reflecting is to
find the right
answer to the
question.
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8. How to answer PISA SCIENCES
PISA SCIENCES includes three kinds of skills:

1. Identifying scientific issues
2. Explaining scientific phenomena
3. Using scientific proof

1. Identifying scientific issues
What is it?

How does it work?

Identifying scientific issues requires
that the students have a degree of scientific
knowledge.

To answer questions that require
identifying scientific issues, the students
need to know how to: 1. Recognize issues
that are subject to scientific research, 2.
Identify key terms for searching scientific
information, and 3. Distinguish the unique
features of scientific research.

The main aspects of scientific literacy are:
1. Distinguishing between scientific
issues and content and other kinds
of issues, and 2. Being able to solve
problems by means of answers based on
scientific proof.
This means being able to identify
scientific
issues,
which
means
recognizing problems that are subject
to being researched scientifically in a
given situation and identifying key terms
in search for scientific information
about a given subject matter.

How do you answer?
For starters read the text and the
question
carefully to understand
everything.
In the following page you will find four
strategies to successfully answer the
question:

Also, students must be able to recognize
the main features of scientific
research.
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¿?

1. The first key

the
k
s
A estion

qu

strategy is “ask the
question”. This means
determining “what are they
asking me?” This is the first
step to finding the answer.

2. The next step is identifying
Ketys

ep
conc

the key concepts in the
question and what kind of
knowledge is needed to
solve the problem. These
are concepts having to do
with physical systems, live
systems, earth and space
systems, and technological
systems.

s

e
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3. The third
4. The fourth

and final step is
to find the exact
answer to the
question.

ing

ond
resp

strategy entails
extracting the knowledge
identified in the key concepts
as a guide for finding
the answer.
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8. How to answer PISA SCIENCES
PISA SCIENCES includes three kinds of skills:

1. Identifying scientific issues

2. Explaining scientific phenomena
3. Using scientific proof

2. Explaining scientific phenomena
What is it?

How does it work?

Assessing the capacity for explaining
scientific phenomena entails verifying if the
student can apply scientific knowledge
appropriate to a given situation or
context.

When students face exercises that ask for
scientific explanations this means: applying
scientific knowledge to a specific situation,
scientifically describing or interpreting
phenomena and predicting changes,
and identifying appropriate descriptions,
explanations and predictions.

This skill entails describing or interpreting
phenomena and predicting changes,
and can also include the capacity to
recognize or identify descriptions,
explanations
and
predictions
appropriate to the given case.
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How do you answer?
The exercises that measure connection
can be defined according to: integration,
connection
and
moderate
amplification.
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¿?

1. The first key
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strategy is “ask the
question”. This means
determining “what are they
asking me?” This is the first
step to finding the answer.

2. The next step is

Ketys
p

e
conc

identifying the key concepts in
the question and what kind of
knowledge is needed to solve the
problem. These are concepts
having to do with physical
systems,
live systems, earth and
space systems, and
technological systems.

3. The third

es
d
i
u
G for ding
n

o
resp

strategy entails
integrating the procedures
and concepts identified in the
key concepts as a guide for
finding the answer.

4. The fourth

and final step of
explaining is to
find the exact
answer to the
question.
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8. How to answer PISA SCIENCES
PISA SCIENCES includes three kinds of skills:

1. Identifying scientific issues
2. Explaining scientific phenomena

3. Using scientific proof

3. Using scientific proof
What is it?

How does it work?

The skill of using scientific proof requires
that students understand the meaning of
scientific discoveries in order to use
them as proof to make claims or draw
conclusions.

Using
scientific
proof
requires:
interpreting
scientific
proof
and
elaborating
and
communicating
conclusions; identifying assumptions,
proof and reasoning that underlie
conclusions, and reflecting on the social
impact of scientific and technological
progress.

Answers might require knowledge about
science, scientific knowledge or both.

How do you answer?
For starters read the text and the
question
carefully to understand
everything.
In the following page you will find four
strategies to successfully answer the
question:
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¿?

1. The first key

the
k
s
A estion

3. The third step

es
Guidfor nding

strategy is “ask the
question”. This means
determining “what are they
asking me?” This is the first
step to finding the answer.

Ketys

ep
conc

qu

2. The next step is

identifying the key
concepts in the question
and what kind of
knowledge is needed to
solve the problem. These
are concepts having to do
with physical systems, live systems,
earth and space systems, and
technological systems.

4. The fourth and final

step in using scientific
proof is to find or
select data that shows
an understanding of the
scientific sense of the
chosen answer.

espo

r
entails reflecting
on the procedures
and concepts identified
in the key concepts, using
reasoning, arguments, abstractions,
generalizations and model
construction as guides for
finding the answer.
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9. Glossary
Contexts or reading situations:
define the use for which the text
was constructed. The PISA survey
distinguishes four kinds of contexts,
determined by the purpose of the
information provided by the text.
For example, a novel, personal letter
or biography is written for people’s
personal use; official documents or
press releases for public use; a manual
or report for occupational use; and a
textbook or worksheet for educational
use.
Developing an interpretation: is
one of the processes that requires for
readers to extend the initial impressions
so that they develop a more specific or
complete understanding of what they
have read. Tasks in this category call
for logical understanding; readers must
process the organization of information
in the text. To do so, readers must show
their understanding of the cohesion of
the text.
Text format: is determined by how
the information is presented to the
reader. The text may be presented in
traditional format, with words forming
sentences and paragraphs (continuous
texts) or convey information through
images, graphs, etc. (non-continuous
texts). These distinctions are based
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on the principle that individuals will
encounter a range of written material
in their work-related adult life (e.g.
applications, forms, ads) and that it is
not enough to be able to read the limited
variety of texts typically encountered in
school.
Reading for education: This type
of reading is normally involved with
acquiring information as part of a larger
learning task. The materials are often
not chosen by the reader, but assigned
by a teacher. The content is usually
designed specifically for the purpose of
instruction. The prototypical tasks are
those usually identified as “reading to
learn” (Sticht, 1975; Stiggins, 1982).
Reading for private use (personal):
This type of reading is carried out to
satisfy an individual’s own interests,
both practical and intellectual. It
also includes reading to maintain or
develop personal connections to other
people. Contents typically include
personal letters, fiction, biography and
informational texts read for curiosity,
or as a part of leisure or recreational
activities.
Reading for public use: This type of
reading is carried out to participate in
social or community activities. It includes

Undersecretary of Basic Education

9. Glossary
the use of official documents, as well
as information about public events. In
general, these tasks are associated with
more or less anonymous contact with
others.
Reading for work (occupational):
The prototypical tasks of this type
of reading are often referred to as
“reading to do” (Sticht, 1975; Stiggins,
1982) since they are tied to the
accomplishment of some
immediate task.
Reading
literacy:
is defined in terms
of
students’
ability
to
understand,
use
and reflect on written
text to achieve their
own goals. This aspect
of literacy has been well
established by previous surveys such as
the International Adult Literacy Survey
(IALS), but is taken further in PISA by
the introduction of an active element:
the capacity not just to understand a
text but to reflect on it, drawing on
one’s own thoughts and experiences.
Retrieving information: is one of
the processes of reading. In the course
of everyday life, readers often need
a particular piece of information: a

telephone number or the departure
time for a bus or train. They may want
to find a particular fact to support or
refute a claim someone has made. In
situations such as these, readers are
interested in retrieving isolated pieces
of information. To do so, readers must
scan, search for, locate and select
relevant information.
Reflecting on and evaluating
the content of a text: is
also one of the processes
of reading. It requires
the reader to connect
information in a text to
knowledge from other
sources. Readers must
also assess the claims
made in the text against
their own knowledge of the
world. Often readers are asked
to articulate and defend their own
points of view.
Reflecting on and evaluating the
form of a text: is one of the processes
of reading. Tasks in this category require
readers to stand apart from the text,
consider it objectively and evaluate its
quality and relevance. Knowledge of
such things as text structure, genre and
register play an important role in these
tasks.
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9. Glossary
Continuous
texts: are typically
composed of sentences that are, in
turn, organized into paragraphs. These
may fit into even larger structures such
as sections, chapters and books.
Non-continuous texts: organize the
information they provide in formats
different from continuous texts and,
thus, require a specific reading attitude.
Non-continuous
texts
include
maps, graphs, diagrams, tables,
etc. They are also referred to
as documents. Examples
of these include bonds,
questionnaires, calls for
applications,
certificates,
etc.
Tasks or reading processes:
are specific processes the reader must
perform regarding a specific text.
For example, retrieving information,
providing an interpretation, reflecting
on its content, form and features.

Math and Sciences Glossary
Connection: This set of math
skills is based on the abilities of the
reproduction group, but related to
unfamiliar situations that require the
establishment of connections between
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different mathematical fields to amplify
information and integrate it in simple
problems.
Scientific knowledge: The term
is used to refer to both knowledge
of science and knowledge about
science. Knowledge of science is
selected from the fields of physics,
chemistry, biological science, earth
and space science, and sciencebased technology. Knowledge
about science refers to
two categories: scientific
research (centered on
research considered as one
of the essential processes
of science) and scientific
explanations,
which
are
closely related to and the result
of research.
Mathematical
content:
PISA
organizes its assessment in broad,
overarching ideas together, or “key
ideas” that encompass a range of
mathematical topics. The mathematical
content is organized in four categories
that encompass the whole math
curriculum and the kinds of problems
that arise through interaction with dayto-day phenomena. These overarching
ideas are: space and shape, change and
relationships, quantity and uncertainty.
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Math contexts and content: Math
exercises are presented in a variety
of situations or contexts. For PISA,
the closest situation is the student’s
personal life; next is school life, work
life and leisure, followed by the local
community and society as encountered
in daily life. Furthest away are scientific
situations that require the use of math
skills.
Scientific contexts and content:
The PISA Science assessment exercises
focus on different everyday life
situations relating to the student, family
and peer groups, the community and
life across the world. All these familiar
situations require the knowledge and
use of science and technology.
Explaining scientific issues: A
scientific skill that involves applying
knowledge of science in a given situation,
describing or interpreting phenomena
and predicting changes, and identifying
appropriate descriptions, explanations
and predictions.
Identifying scientific issues: A
scientific skill that involves recognizing
issues that can be scientifically
researched, identifying keywords to
search for scientific information on a

given topic and recognizing key features
of a scientific research.
Reflection: At this level of math skills,
students must be able to devise solution
strategies to problems and apply them
to less familiar environments than those
involved in reproduction and connection.
This cluster of competencies is defined
by the following descriptors: advanced
reasoning, argumentation, abstraction,
generalization and modeling.
Reproduction: This cluster of math
skills includes types of knowledge that
students often practice in school tests.
These competencies can be described
through the following descriptors:
reproduction of knowledge already
practiced in the school environment and
performance of simple math operations.
Using
scientific
evidence: A
science skill that involves interpreting
scientific proof and producing and
communicating conclusions; identifying
the assumptions, evidence and reasoning
that underlie conclusions; and reflecting
on the societal implications of scientific
or technological developments.
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11. Exam exercises based on PISA READING

Dear students,

BC
AD

In the following section we offer you a series of
exercises modeled on PISA that were specially created
for this Manual. They are there for you to become
familiar with and answer according to the suggested
procedures.
It is very important that you discuss these exercises
with your classmates and teachers. Open discussion
and integrating different points of view are great ways
to learn.
We extend an invitation for you to exercise your
skills by completing these exercises with enthusiasm,
commitment and responsibility.
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11. Exam exercises based on PISA READING

Text 1:
PISA in Spanish
The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) aims to measure how
well students approaching the end of compulsory education have acquired some of
the knowledge and skills necessary for full participation in the knowledge society. By
showing that some countries succeed in providing both high quality and equitable
learning outcomes, PISA sets ambitious goals for others.
The PISA surveys are performed every three years. They examine the performance of
students in key subject areas, and also look at a wider range of educational outcomes
that include students’ motivation to learn, their beliefs about themselves and their
learning strategies. The first three PISA surveys each focused on a particular subject
area: reading (2000), mathematics (2003) and science (2006); in addition, problemsolving was a special thematic area for PISA 2003. The programme is now conducting
a second set of surveys in 2009 (reading), 2012 (mathematics) and 2015 (science).
Participation in PISA has been massive. All member countries and several associated
countries have participated. Students are selected from a random sample of both
public and private schools and are chosen according to age (from 15 years and 3
months to 16 years and 2 months at the beginning of the assessment), as opposed
to in which grade they belong. Well over one million students have so far been
assessed. In addition to paper-and-pencil tests measuring reading, and mathematical
and scientific literacy, students filled in questionnaires about themselves, while their
principals completed questionnaires about their schools.

Source: http://www.oecd.org/document/25/0,3343,en_32252351_32235731_39733465_1_1_1_1,00.html

1. What is the title of the text?
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2. According to the text, what does PISA assess?

3. What areas are covered by PISA?
A. Math
B. Biology
C. Key thematic areas and a wide range of educational results
D. Reading

4. According to the text, how many students have been assessed so far?
A. All students in member countries.
B. More than one million.
C. All students from all over the world.
D. Only Spanish speaking students.

5. According to the text, PISA assesses skills to participate in what kind of society?
A. Knowledge
B. Reading
C. Industrial
D. Modern

6. The group of people assessed by PISA are:
A. Students from any country
B. Students of any age
C. Students from OECD
D.15 year-old students
59
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Text 2:
The kidneys
Blood enters the kidney through the renal artery and is distributed by a network
of blood vessels that ends in fine capillaries. Through the walls of the capillaries
the blood sheds water and toxic substances.
Renal artery

Ureter
Excess water, salts,
urea, creatinine and
other waste and toxic
substances that form
urine, leave through
this duct toward the
bladder.

Renal vein
Receives filtered
blood

Functions of the kidney
· They filter 200 liters of blood per day
· They regulate blood pressure

· They help produce red blood cells
· They keep the bones healthy
Fresenius Medical Care Argentina

Source: http://diariodedialisis.files.wordpress.com/2008/03/infografia-1v3.jpg
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1.According to the text, which of the following is a component of urine?
A. Creatinine
B. Blood
C. Red blood cells
D. Bone nutrients

2. Indicate one of the functions of kidneys:
A. Distributing the blood through a network of capillaries.
B. Maintaining a healthy bladder.
C. Regulating blood pressure.
D. Purifying red blood cells.

3. According to the text, blood filtered in the kidney exits through…
A. The renal artery.
B. The renal vein.
C. The urethra.
D. The bladder.

4. According to the text, through the capillaries blood…
A. Enters the kidneys.
B. Liberates red blood cells.
C. Sheds water and toxic substances.
D. Enters the renal vein.
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Text 3:
A telescope is any tool or optical instrument that aids the observation of remote objects with greater
detail than the naked eye. It is the fundamental tool of astronomy. Each development and refinement
of the telescope has advanced our understanding of the universe.
Thanks to the telescope, we have been able to discover many aspects of stars and other astronomical
bodies. Thus, what to the naked eye appears a mere white spot in the night, acquires color and
detail through a telescope. The intensity of light we perceive in stars gives us an idea of its distance:
the brighter it is, the closer it is to us.
The invention of the telescope is attributed to Hans Lippershey, a German lensmaker, in 1608.
Recent research by computer scientist Nick Pelling, published in the British journal History Today,
attributes the authorship to a Spaniard called Juan Roget in 1590. According to the abovementioned
article, Roget’s research would have been copied by Zacharias Janssen, who, on October 17th (two
weeks after it was patented by Lippershey) tried to patent it. On the 14th, Jacob Metius had also
attempted to patent the invention. These coincidences triggered Pelling’s suspicions. Based on the
research of José María Simón de Gilleuma (1886-1965), who researched the matter without reaching
conclusive findings, Pelling has formulated his hypothesis of Juan Roget’s possible authorship.
Galileo Galilei received news of this invention and decided to design and build one. In 1609 he
revealed the first registered telescope. Thanks to the telescope, he made great astronomical
discoveries. Among these, on January 7th 1610, he observed four of Jupiter’s moons orbiting that
planet.
Known until then as a “spy lens”, the word “telescope” was coined by Greek mathematician Giovanni
Demisiani on April 14th, 1611 during a banquet in Rome honoring Galileo; on that evening, diners
could observe Jupiter’s moons through Galileo’s telescope.
There are several types of optical telescope: refracting (that use lenses), reflecting (that have a
concave mirror rather than a lens) and catadripotic (that have a concave mirror and a corrective
lens). The reflective telescope was invented by Isaac Newton in 1688 and signified an important
development for its time, since it corrected the chromatic distortion of refracting telescopes.
The most important feature of a telescope is the diameter of its lens. An amateur telescope is usually
between 76mm and 150mm in diameter and it allows the user to observe certain details on planets,
and many objects in deep space (star clusters, nebulae and some galaxies). Through telescopes
over 200mm, it is possible to see fine lunar details, important details in planets and a great amount
of star clusters, nebulae and bright galaxies.

Source: http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telescopio
(fragment)
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1. What was the intention of the author in writing the text?
A. To describe the evolution of the telescope to the present time.
B. To relate a controversy surrounding the telescope.
C. To describe the main characteristics of the telescope.
D. To present the previous discoveries and inventions that made possible the invention of
the telescope.

2. According to the text, Hans Lippershey, Juan Roget and Zacharias Janssen have in
common:
A. Being the correctors of the chromatic aberration of the first telescopes.
B. Making the necessary discoveries for the invention of the telescope.
C. Being important researchers of the history of the telescope.
D. Each one of them has been attributed with the invention of the telescope.

3. In the text, millimeters are associated to one characteristic of telescopes:
A. Origin.
B. Author.
C. Observed object.
D. Diameter.

4. According to the text, one of Galileo’s achievements was:
A. Inventing the telescope.
B. Observing four of Jupiter’s moons.
C. Patenting his invention of the telescope.
D. Observing Jupiter’s rotation.
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Text 4:
Singles line
Ball maximum Net height
speed
Center: 91 centimeters
238 kmph
Side: 1.1 meters
Elastic ball
covered with
wool and
synthetic
materials
Weight:
56-59.5 grams
Diameter:
6.54-7.3
centimeters

10.9 meters

Doubles
line

23.7 meters
8.2 meters

The racket is
made of graphite
and synthetic cords.
Weight: 84-140 grams
Length: 73.7 centimeters

Source: http://www.statictvazteca.com/deportes/beijing/images/infografias/tenis/tenis.gif
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1. According to the text, the racket’s weight must not exceed 140 grams. What is the
probable reason for this?
A. So that the racket does not restrain the movement of the hand during play.
B. So that there is a proportion between the weight of the racket and the weight of the ball.
C. To facilitate fabrication and commercialization in the global market.
D. So that it can be used by players of all ages.

2. Why are tennis balls a special color?
A. To make their manufacturing easier.
B. So that they blend in with the grass of the court.
C. To facilitate seeing them during play
D. Because of tradition.

3. Why do images in the text have specific forms?
A. To call the reader’s attention to some images and not others.
B. To represent the objects as they are in real life.
C. To add aesthetic value to the text and make it nice to look at.
D. To stress the visual elements over the textual elements.

4. Why are there lines for singles and doubles on the court?
A. To differentiate tennis from other sports.
B. It allows other sports to be played on the same court.
C. Because some games involve two players, and others, four players.
D. To differentiate the beginning from the end of the court.
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Text 5:
Dad knows better (Wildlife)
By Helen Fields

Eggs adhere to gaps in the tail of a sea
dragon, a close relative of sea horses,
in Australian waters.
The male seahorse is the one who
gives birth. It expels tiny fish weeks
after the female has deposited the
eggs in his abdominal pouch. Even
though this is an unusual arrangement,
there are many examples of fathers
caring for their offspring. Male sea
spiders carry eggs on their legs; male
giant water bugs do it on their backs.
This kind of behavior is more likely
when fathers know that they are caring
for their own young or that caring for
their offspring will attract new potential
partners. Mammal mothers are forcibly
involved –they produce milk– and the
Picture by Gary Bell, Oceanwide Images
great majority of bird couples share the
care of the nest. But not the rhea bird,
a close relative of the ostrich. Recently, in the Washington DC National Zoo, a male
excavated a nest, sat on the eggs, taught the chicks where to eat and cried when a
curious female would approach.

Source: http://ngenespanol.com/2008/12/04/papa-lo-sabe-mejor-vida-salvaje/ . Complete text
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1. The male seahorse carries the eggs in his:
A. Back
B. Tail
C. Abdominal pouch
D. Feet

2. In the text, the case of a nandu (rhea) in the Washington DC zoo is mentioned in order to:
A. Provide an example of responsibility among animals.
B. Provide an example of a male taking care of the young.
C. Stress the importance of responsible fatherhood among birds.
D. Demonstrate that birds have families.

3.What is the main objective of the author of the text?
A. Provide examples of different forms of fatherhood in the animal kingdom.
B. Provide information about the delivery of the seahorse’s tiny eggs.
C. Report on one strange case occurred in the Washington DC zoo.
D. Argue in favor of the presence of a sense of fatherhood in animals.
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Text 6:
Biographical sketch of Juan Rulfo
Juan Rulfo was born on May 16th 1917… He lived in a small town called San Gabriel.
The early deaths of his father (1923) and mother (1927) forced his family to enroll him in a
boarding school in Guadalajara, the capital of the State of Jalisco.
During his years in San Gabriel he came into contact with a… literary library… located in
the family house. He would always remember those books, an essential part of his literary
formation. Some have stressed the fact that he became an orphan early in life as a key
factor of his artistic vocation, neglecting to consider his familiarity with the abovementioned
books.
He was not able to enroll in the University of Guadalajara due to a student strike. He moved
to Mexico City. There he was not able to validate his studies in Jalisco and was not accepted
at the National University, but he was an occasional student of art history at the School
of Philosophy and Letters. He became an expert in Mexican history, anthropology and
geography. These subject matters can be traced in his literary and photographic works, as
well as in his work as an editor. During the decades of 1930 and 1940 he traveled extensively
throughout Mexico. He held jobs in Guadalajara and Mexico City and he published his first
short stories in two magazines: América in the capital and Pan in Guadalajara. The first
publication meant his confirmation as a writer, thanks to the support of his friend Efrén
Hernández. During these years, he developed an interest in photography, to which he
devoted himself with great intensity. He published his first images in América in 1949.
In the mid-forties he began a relationship with Clara Aparicio that is recorded in letters. The
got married in 1948 and had several children. In the early fifties, Rulfo left his job in a tire
factory. In 1952, he was awarded the first of two grants from the Mexican Center of Writers,
founded by American writer Margaret Shedd. Shedd was key in helping Rulfo publish El
Llano en Llamas (where he collected seven stories already published in magazines plus a
few original stories) in 1953 and Pedro Páramo in 1955. Both works had been proposed by
Rulfo as projects during the periods he was a grantee of the Center.

(Edited text) Source: http://www.clubcultura.com/clubliteratura/clubescritores/juanrulfo/cronologia.htm
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1. How old was Juan Rulfo when he published Pedro Páramo?
A. Aproximately 35 years old.
B. Aproximately 38 years old.
C. Aproximately 31 years old.
D. Aproximately 40 years old.

2. The text connects Rulfo with Efrén Hernández because the latter was a/an:
A. Editor
B. Writer
C. Friend
D. Professor

3. What relationship can be established between the second and third paragraphs of the
text?
A. The third paragraph talks about the beginning of his career as a writer and about his
period of success; the fourth paragraph talks about the publication of his works.
B. The third paragraph talks about his activities in Jalisco; the fourth paragraph talks about
his publications in Guadalajara and Mexico City.
C. The third paragraph mentions his main characteristics as a writer; the fourth paragraph
analyses his most relevant works.
D. The third paragraph summarizes his academic career; the fourth paragraph talks about
his family life.
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Text 7:
ON READING
Frequency is an important indicator of the reading habit. Considering that the people included in this study
read as a basic and fundamental tool for their professional life, it is not surprising to find that the highest values
are concentrated in the group that reads “Every day / Almost every day”. This is true for every kind of reading,
with the exception of non-professional magazines. Anyhow, it is curious to observe that the large percentage
of teachers (58%) that reads “Every day / Almost every day” reads mostly the general press (not the sports
press), followed by professional books, non-professional books and professional magazines. Non-professional
magazines rank in last place among teachers.
The average of books read in the last 12 months was 9 non-professional books and 11 professional books.
When it comes to reading time, the highest percentages concentrate in the intervals “between 30 minutes and
1 hour” (26%) and “more than 2 hours” (26%). This pattern remains constant for weekdays and weekends.
There are very small gender differences, both for professional and non-professional books (Graph 3).
GRAPH 3. Number of books read during the last 12 months by gender (average amounts)

Percentages

Books (professional)
Books (non-professional)

Men

Women

Total

Source: www.profesoresandaluces.es/sevilla.htm
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1. According to the information provided in the graph, how many of the readers surveyed
would like to read Don Quixote by Cervantes?
A. A small percentage of the surveyed readers.
B. A significantly larger amount of men than women.
C. The vast majority of the surveyed readers.
D. Approximately 50% of men and women.

2. What can we conclude from the following information?
“Anyhow, it is curious to observe that the large percentage of teachers (58%) that reads
“Every day / Almost every day” reads mostly the general press (not the sports press).”
A. The great majority of the surveyed teachers does not practice sports in their free time.
B. Being up to date about national and international news is part of teaching.
C. The surveyed teachers are not concerned with education, but they are well informed
about current issues.
D. The great majority of the surveyed teachers is very interested in national and international
current issues.
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Text 8:
Short-term
memory

Entry
information

Emotional
system

Working
memory

Motor nervous
system

Long-term
memory

Source: http://cmap.ihmc.us/Publications/ResearchPapers/TeoriaCmaps/Fig4SistemaMemoria-gr.png

1. Why does the text present a human head?
A. Because the text describes a process that takes place in the brain.
B. To introduce an ornamental element in the text.
C. Because the brain is a fundamental organ for human beings.
D. It attempts to simplify the process described in the text.
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2. What concept is located at the center of the figure?
A. Short-term memory.
B. Long-term memory
C. Working memory.
D. Emotional system.

3. Describe the process illustrated by the text.

4. Why is the concept “entry information” illustrated as it is in the figure?
A. To emphasize that concept over the rest of the information in the figure.
B. To indicate the subject matter of the text.
C. To illustrate a concept that only eventually occurs in the described process.
D. To visually represent the reference to the external world.

5. What is the main subject matter of the text?
A. Processing of entry information.
B. Entry information and motor system.
C. Information storage in memory.
D. Dysfunctions of human memory.
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Text 9:
Liquid state: Conceptual map
The liquid state

is the

less abundant in nature

its
characteristics are
its
mixability

its

its

its

its

low compressibility fluidity viscosity

due to
constant movement of
particles

may adopt any form

because of the

that is the

because they don’t

small intermolecular
spaces

resistance
to flow

have a definite form

all these characteristics depend on

three factors
which are

proximity of molecules

constant intermolecular
movement

strength of attraction and
repulsion forces

Source: http://liquidos.files.wordpress.com/2007/10/proyecto-investigacion-liquido.jpg
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1.The characteristics of liquids depend on:
A. Low compressibility.
B. Distance between molecules.
C. Viscosity.
D. Fluidity.

2.According to the text, one characteristic of liquids is:
A. Not having their own form.
B. Attraction and repulsion force.
C. Movement of their molecules.
D. Lack of fluidity.

3. According to the text, viscosity is the opposite of:
A. Compressibility.
B. Mixability.
C. Fluidity.
D. Molecular proximity.
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Text 10:
La importancia
los efectos
de laof
educación
The
importancey and
the effects
education
Human capital
development
Productivity

EDUCATION

Health and
nutrition

Improves
quality of life
Reduces
poverty

Macroeconomic
growth and
development

Social capital
development
Cohesion and equality

Source: www-ilo-mirror.cornell.edu/.../jmepr1.htm
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1. Why does the central image have a different form from all others?
A. To illustrate reality.
B. To attract the reader‘s attention toward one image and its content over others.
C. To add aesthetic value to the text and make it nice to see.
D. To emphasize graphic elements over textual images.

2. According to the figure, poverty can be reduced by means of education. This is possible
because education:
A. Allows those who are capable to better understand society.
B. Allows for most people to develop an awareness of their own potential.
C. Develops individual productivity and promotes social equality.
D. Provides the most capable with the necessary tools for their development.

3. According to the text, what factors promote macroeconomic growth?
A. Improvement of quality of life and reduction of poverty.
B. Improvement of health and nutrition.
C. A higher birthrate and population.
D. Development of human capital and social equality.

4.The text declares that education contributes to the development of social equality. Do
you agree? Briefly justify your answer.
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Text 11:
SEP for KIDS

Hi!
Did you know SEP is an educational institution that dedicates most of its
work to developing programs and activities that contribute to the education
of kids like you? Would you like to meet kids like you from all over the world?
What would you think if I told you that learning science is really fun? Do you
like math? In this section you can find fun ways of learning. You can click
into many webpages on the Internet so you can get to know museums and
communicate with kids from all over the world.
Everybody get online!

Source: www.sep.gob.mx/wb2/sep1/sep1_Ninos_SEP
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1. What is the title of the text?

2.The texts begins with the greeting “Hi!” in order to:
A. Generate familiarity with potential readers of the poster.
B. Inspire trust in the knowledge of the writer.
C. Motivate reflection on the content of the text.
D. Create openness toward other ways of relating to people.

3. The text offers several benefits, including:
A. Meeting similar people who live in different places.
B. Access to different sources of knowledge.
C. Fun ways of learning about different subject matters.
D. Ongoing education for the development of computer skills.

4. The image of the text illustrates the following idea(s):
A. Knowledge acquisition.
B. Being in contact with the world.
C. Working on the Internet.
D. Fun learning.

5. Why is there a boy at the center of the image?
A. To make the given information more fun.
B. To communicate the intended audience of the text through the image.
C. For aesthetic reasons.
D. To provide parents with extra information.
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Text 12:

Let yourself be seduced by reading

Source: http://afablemurcia.files.wordpress.com/2007/12/lectura_seduccion.jpg
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1. What is the title of the text?

2. The image of the text illustrates the following idea(s):
A. Reading is fun.
B. Reading is important.
C. Reading is fun and diverse.
D. You only read with your eyes.

3. Why are the letters “e” and “a” a different color from the rest?
A. To illustrate and emphasize the eyes.
B. To make the reading easier.
C. To make the reading more diverse.
D. Just because.
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Text 13:

Source: http://www.amfar.com/52amfar/esp/img/metro.jpg
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1.What is the title of the text?

2. What line ends in Ciudad Azteca?

3. What is the purpose of the different colors in the image?
A. To guide readers and facilitate understanding.
B. To differentiate different routes.
C. To represent objects as they are in real life.
D. To communicate the main message.

4. Why are there objects in the text that have two colors?
A. So readers can have a better sense of where they are.
B. It illustrates two metro lines that share a station or section of line.
C. In order to communicate the message better.
D. For aesthetic reasons.
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Text 1:

ÁREA CONTINENTAL
CONTINENTAL
AREA
Mapa
de Antarctica
la Antártida.
Map of

AANTARCTICA
NTÁRTIDA

Polo Sur
South
Pole

Kilómetros 0
Kilometers

200

400

C1-M2-E
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1. Using the scale in the map, calculate the area of Anctartica.
Give your answer and explain how you performed the calculation (you can draw on the
map if it helps you perform the calculation).
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TRIÁNGULOS
Pregunta 7: TRIÁNGULOS

M161Q01

Encierra
en un círculo la única figura que representa la siguiente descripción.
Text 2:
El triángulo PQR es un triángulo rectángulo con el ángulo recto en R. El segmento
RQ es menor que el segmento PR. TRIANGLES
M es el punto medio de el segmento PQ y N es
el punto medio de QR. S es un punto dentro del triángulo. El segmento MN es más
grande que el segmento MS.
A)

B)

P

Q

N

M

R

S

M
S
Q

P

C)

R

N

D)

P

R

M

S

Q

N
R

N

Q

S
M

P

E)

R
S
N
P

C3-M4-E
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1. Circle the only figure that meets the following description:
The PQR triangle is a right triangle with a right angle in R. The RQ segment is smaller
that the PR segment. M is the middle point of the PQ segment and N is the middle point
of the QR segment. S is a point inside the triangle. The MN segment is longer than the
MS segment.
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Text 1:

ACID
RAIN
LLUVIA
ÁCIDA
The
following photograph
thedeCaryatids,
statues
sculpted
in the Athens
Acropolis
A continuación
se muestra shows
una foto
las Cariátides,
estatuas
esculpidas
en la Acrópolis
de Atenas
2 500
años.are
Las
estatuas
tipocalled
de piedra
que Marble
se llama
over
2,500 hace
yearsmás
ago.deThe
statues
made
of a son
kindde
of un
stone
marble.
is
mármol.
El
mármol
está
compuesto
por
carbonato
de
calcio.
made of calcium carbonate.
En 1980, las estatuas originales fueron trasladadas al interior del museo de la Acrópolis y
In
1980, the
statues
were
moved
the inside of
Acropolis
Museum and
sustituidas
pororiginal
réplicas.
La lluvia
ácida
estabatocarcomiendo
lasthe
estatuas
originales.
replaced with replicas. Acid rain was eroding the original statues.

Pregunta 2: LLUVIA ÁCIDA

S485Q02 – 0 1 9

La lluvia normal es ligeramente ácida porque ha absorbido un poco de dióxido de carbono
del aire. La lluvia ácida es más ácida que la lluvia normal porque ha absorbido gases
como óxidos de azufre y óxidos de nitrógeno.
¿De dónde vienen estos óxidos de azufre y óxidos de nitrógeno que hay en el aire?
......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
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1. Normal rain is slightly acidic because it has absorbed some carbon dioxide from air.
Acid rain is more acidic than normal rain because it has absorbed gases such as sulfur
oxides and nitrogen oxides.
Where do sulfur oxides and nitrogen oxides that are present in the air come from?

2. It is possible to build a model of the effect of acid rain on marble by placing fragments
of marble in vinegar overnight. Vinegar and acid rain have approximately the same level of
acidity. When a piece of marble is dipped in vinegar, gas bubbles are formed. It is possible
to determine the mass of the dry marble fragment before and after the experiment.
The mass of a fragment of marble is 2.0 grams before being submerged in vinegar
overnight. The following day, it is extracted and dried. What will the mass of the dry
fragment be?
A. Less than 2.0 grams.
B. Exactly 2.0 grams.
C. Between 2.0 and 2.4 grams.
D. More than 2.4 grams.
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Text 2:

CLOTHING
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1. Can the claims made in the article be tested through scientific research in the lab?
Circle either “Yes” or “No” for each.
The material can be
Washed without being damaged.
Wrapped around objects without being
damaged.
Scrunched up without being damaged.
Mass-produced cheaply

Can the claim be tested through scientific
research in the lab?
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

2. What lab tools could be used to test whether the fabric conducts electricity?
A. Voltimeter.
B. Light box.
C. Micrometer.
D. Sound meter.
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